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SNAPSHOT

Financial Crime.
Don’t be Complicit.

Why is Financial Crime Risk
important to the industry?

systems which mitigate their most material financial

Whilst significant progress has been made across

Clients with the most mature Financial Crime Risk

Financial Services to comply with regulations,

Management Frameworks are now turning their

Financial Crime Risk remains a key focus for

attention to improving the efficiency and customer

senior managers for several reasons.

experience of their controls. Until recently, firms

crime risks whilst remaining proportionate to the
products and services they offer.

have tended to build their financial crime controls in
Firstly, supervisory authorities are increasing

isolation through tactical programmes which have

the scope of, and setting higher standards for,

led to effective controls but at the cost of huge

adherence to regulations. Indeed, Financial Crime

annual expense and disruptive customer facing

Risk was made a priority in the FCA’s 2017/2018

processes.

Business Plan and evidenced by their letter to
CEOs in June 2018 highlighting the dangers of
cryptoassets and financial crime. Moreover, financial
crime is no longer seen as an issue solely for ‘top
tier’ banks; following the IMF’s evaluation of AML in
2016, criticising the FCA’s use of firm size as a money
laundering indicator, the FCA has undertaken more
evaluations of smaller firms in the industry.
Secondly, the cost for firms to comply with these
regulations is substantial and continues to increase.
A survey by Reuters in 2016 estimated the average
cost of Know Your Customer (KYC) and Customer
Due Diligence (CDD) for a financial services firm was
$60 million per annum. In addition, firms are losing
business due to the friction financial crime controls
cause for their customers. The Reuters 2017 KYC
Survey found that banks are taking an average of 26
days to onboard a new client, an increase of 2 days
from the previous year.
Thirdly, the risk posed is fluid and continues to
evolve with increasingly sophisticated methods
used by financial criminals. As firms invest in
becoming ever more ‘digital’ they are becoming
increasingly exposed to new threats. Now more
than ever there is a relationship between cybercrime
and financial crime which traditional systems and
controls struggle to keep pace with.
In response to these drivers, and with more
regulatory change on the horizon (e.g. AMLD 5), we
are seeing demand for consultancy services from
both small and large clients to develop sustainable
capabilities and enhance existing controls.
As a team, we are finding that clients with less
mature capabilities are increasingly recognising that
they need to implement policies, processes and

What’s our view on Financial
Crime Risk?
Our view is that all firms need to define a coherent
vision and strategy for how they will manage their
Financial Crime Risk. This should be proportionate
to the size and complexity of a firm’s business but
should also, as a minimum, set out a principle of
integration with other business processes to avoid
the siloes that exist today. Underpinning this, firms
need to implement an adaptable Financial Crime
Risk Framework which will mitigate their most
material risks and define a sustainable operating
model to define how they manage Financial Crime
Risk on an ongoing basis. As a bare minimum, an
operating model should contain:
• People & Governance – Financial Crime
Risk frequently faces a challenge of blended
responsibility between the first and second
lines of defence which means designing clear
roles and responsibilities is key to consistently
managing risk across the organisation.
• Policies & Processes – Given the evolving
landscape, organisations need to identify new
requirements and have a consistent mechanism
for embedding these into core control processes
through policies.
• Risk Assessment – Firms need to assess how
they are exposed to Financial Crime Risk and
whether their controls are sufficient in mitigating
their most material risks. A strong risk and
control assessment considers a broad range of
internal and external data and will include control
monitoring results.

• Data & Management Information (MI) – Financial

1. Data enrichment & management – Digital

Crime Risk management requires a large set

capabilities for obtaining information can be

of data attributes. The key to successful data

improved to enable easy provision and update

management is distilling this down into what

of customer information. For example, Optical

is truly important, enabling more focused data

Character Recognition (OCR) which enables

quality improvement. Similarly, senior managers

information to be automatically pulled from ID or

need a core set of MI which is digestible but

documents. Once data is obtained, it is critical for

also with the ability to drill down in order to

firms to improve their data management to limit

effectively discharge their responsibilities.

issues, such as customers being contacted for the
same information multiple times or from multiple

• Technology – Financial Crime Risk systems

operational areas.

need ongoing improvements and configuration
changes which poses a challenge given resource

2. Improved customer risk segmentation –

constraints. Firms should have a framework for

Further granularity can be added to customer

prioritising and delivering the most material

risk assessments by ‘scoring’ customers rather

system changes to continue mitigating their risks.

than simply categorising them using high-level
principles. As an interim step, these more detailed

Where firms already have control frameworks and

models can be used to prioritise customer reviews.

operating models in place, the controls are still

Ultimately, timebound reviews can be demised

too frequently inefficient or overly burdensome

with customers only requiring a review where their

on customer relationships. Moreover, the evolving

score increases.

threat posed by financial crime points to a
continued need to enhance controls.

3. Process simplification – Firms can review
processes and embed a continuous improvement

New technology offers a fantastic opportunity for

culture within their organisation. This will ensure

firms to gain a competitive advantage in lowering

that their processes are fully understood and

costs and improving customer experience whilst

continually streamlined for better cost efficiency

enhancing risk management. Robotics can be

and customer experience. A common area of

used to automate repetitive tasks such as running

inefficiency is where processes, such as Tax

searches on external data. In addition, carefully

Reporting and AML, are carried out in functional

developed machine learning solutions can truly

siloes which limits valuable information sharing

revolutionise our ability to detect unusual activity

and creates unnecessary duplication or activity.

from larger pools of unstructured data.
At BCS Consulting, we have built our knowledge
Firms also have the opportunity to move past rigid

and expertise in Financial Crime Risk from our

rule-based controls, such as periodic reviews or

wealth of non-financial risk engagements. By

transaction scenarios, and towards more dynamic

combining our subject matter knowledge with

controls which adjust to the customer’s behaviour

expertise from across our business, we are in a

and risk profile. This ensures that the organisation

strong position to support new and existing clients

is focusing resource most efficiently and allows for

in defining and enhancing their financial crime risk

a more streamlined customer experience. Whilst

capabilities.

this is likely to reflect a longer-term strategic vision
for financial crime risk management, opportunities
exist for firms to make tangible short or mediumterm improvements, such as:

Who should you speak
to about it?
For more information, please contact:
Robin Murray Managing Director,
Thomas Dickinson Principal Consultant
or Ross Power Senior Consultant.
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